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the ten

scholarly studies collected in
this volume represent a harvest of almost
two decades of close and careful reading
of the book of mormon in these studies
kent brown draws on his training and
experience in biblical studies applying
methodologies long used in the reading
the book of
biblical texts to the texts ofthe
odthe
of ofbiblical
of
mormon with surprising and satisfying
results he asks questions of the book of
mormon and finds that the text often
contains much evidence that has previously been overlooked the answers
brown finds are always insightful
odthe
the studies were previously pubof
six ofthe
lished in various places and appear here
significantly revised with updated bibliographies these include a discussion of
gehis
lehis record the now classic study of the
exodus pattern in the book of mormon
a study of six elements of almas conversion story traceable throughout his
sermons the identification and analysis
of ofprophetic
prophetic lament forms in the words of
samuel the lamanite an article on jesus
visit to the americas and a comparison of moses and jesus readers will
appreciate having these articles together
in one volume
the four new studies will undoubtedly
lead to further discussion readers of the
book of mormon will find here new and
sometimes unexpected insights about
important issues the nature of the sacrifices offered by lehi in the wilderness
why nephi chose to include isaiah in his
writings the possible legal aspects of the
abducted lamanite daughters in mosiah 20 and the meaning of the terms
sojourn dwell and stay in relation

to gehis
lehis journey in the wilderness for
example through a detailed word study
of the pertinent terms used in 1i nephi
brown comes to the surprising conclusion that lehi and his family experienced
a period of servility 59 in their experience in the wilderness such studies raise
a very important issue regarding the
proper usage of hebrew word studies
in book of mormon scholarship some
readers may disagree with browns conclu
clusions
sions in this study but then again they
might not ever read this section in the
same way again
this collection deserves careful attention As described by the author these
studies set out the dimensions and complexities of the book of mormon record
without being attempts to finalize what
can or cannot be known about a subject
x they invite us to read the book of
mormon more closely and they provide
useful models for future scholarly work in
book of mormon studies
david R seely

hope the suffering death
resurrection and exaltation oflesus
of jesus
christ by richard neitzel holzapfel

A lively

bookcraft 1999

hope might be called a meditation on the death and resurrection of
christ based on the text of the four
gospels though not exactly a commenA lively

tary the volume nevertheless follows the
commentary format the work is divided
neatly in two the first half considers the
passion narratives the second the resurrection narratives holzapfel discusses
each gospel separately but avoids repetition by treating major subjects only once
referring from the other narratives to the
main discussion in addition after an
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